A coarse grid correction scheme is used to bring global in uence to implicit multi block calculations. Compared to using only explicit coupling between the blocks, a considerable reduction in the number of time steps needed to reach steady state has been observed for subsonic ows. The additional CPU time per time step associated with the method is small, resulting in a highly e cient parallel implicit scheme.
Introduction
Implicit schemes generally o er higher e ciency than explicit schemes for steady state calculations. However, implicit schemes have a sequential nature, and are therefore often di cult to parallelize. As a result, implicit ow solvers usually display a loss of either computational or numerical e ciency as the number of utilized processors increases.
By far the most popular way of designing a parallel ow solver, whether it is based on a structured or an unstructured grid, has been to use some sort of multi block, or domain decomposition, algorithm. The simplest implicit multi block method, is to use implicit time stepping within each block, but with explicit coupling between the blocks. The resulting method, which has been used by several authors 1?4 , can be regarded as a non-linear block Jacobi method 5 . It has been shown by Jenssen 6; 7 that this approach can be made to work very well even for a large number of blocks, for both the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, as long as the ow is supersonic. For subsonic ow, the number of time steps needed to obtain a converged solution grows as the number of blocks is increased. Although the loss of convergence is only moderate for a small number of blocks, the method is not scalable to a large number of processors.
The reason for this behavior lies in the global, or elliptic, nature of the governing equations in the case of subsonic ow. In the framework of domain decomposition methods,
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y Associate Professor, Department of Applied Mathematics. Dryja and Widlund 8 , among others, have proposed solving a global coarse grid system as a way of retaining global inuence in implicit multi block methods. Cai, Gropp, and Keyes 9 recently investigated di erent preconditioners based on the solution of a coarse grid system, for solving model problems. Trials have also been made by Venkatakrishnan 10 to incorporate these ideas into algorithms for solving the two-dimensional Euler equations, using a coarse grid consisting of one grid cell per block to obtain boundary conditions for a block ILU preconditioner.
We have used a slightly di erent approach, formulating a standard coarse grid correction scheme, or two-level multi grid algorithm. Thus, at each time step, the equations are rst solved independently in each block using explicit boundary conditions obtained from the values at previous time step, and then a correction step is performed, in which a solution to a global coarse grid system is used to improve the ne grid solution.
In this paper we describe this method and address the problem of parallel e ciency. Both the number of time steps required to obtain a converged solution, and the total CPU time on an Intel Paragon and a Cray Y-MP will be considered. The results are based on three dimensional subsonic and transonic ow problems. As the elliptic nature of the subsonic steady state problem is an e ect of the Euler equations, we only consider cases of inviscid ow.
The ow solver is based on a nite volume formulation on a cell centered structured multi block mesh. Roe's scheme with second order Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) extrapolation is used for the spatial discretization, while the resulting linear system within each block is solved using line relaxation.
Governing Equations
The Euler equations can be found in any textbook on uid ow and we thus give only a general symbolic form here. Consider a system of conservation laws written in integral form:
Here U is the conserved variable,F the ux vector andñ the outwards pointing normal to the surface @ enclosing an arbitrary volume . We assume that the Jacobian of F ñ with respect to U has real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors.
Space Discretization
The uxes are discretized with a TVD scheme based on Roe's scheme with second order Monotone Upwind Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) extrapolation 11 . Considering a system of non-linear hyperbolic equations in one dimension, this scheme is brie y reviewed here. The extension to two or three dimensions is straight forward by applying the one-dimensional scheme independently in each coordinate direction.
For ease of notation we write F(U) =F(U) ñ and let F i+1=2 denote the ux trough the surfaceS i+1=2 . By Roe's scheme, the numerical ux is then given by F i+ 1 (4) where A(U) is the Jacobian to F(U). The diagonal matrices i+1=2 are the split eigenvalue matrices corresponding to R i+1=2 . To avoid entropy violating solutions, the eigenvalues are split according to:
where " is a small parameter. In each block, the above system is solved using a Line Jacobi procedure which is a three-dimensional vectorizable extension of the conventional 2D Line Gauss-Seidel method 12 . Solving along all lines in a given coordinate direction simultaneously, the procedure can be vectorized across the tri-diagonal systems yielding a vector length equal to the number of points in a computational plane. Assuming we have an approximate solution U m to Equation 7 , we can nd a new approximate in three steps: First U m+1=3 is found by solving along the i lines: and then similar equations are solved for U m+2=3 and U m+1 along the j and k directions, always utilizing the latest available iterate of the solution on the right hand side. A number of iterations can now be performed by repeating the above three steps.
The somewhat high memory requirement of this method is controlled by solving blocks in a sequential manner, using the same work space. In a multi processor environment this can be achieved by mapping several blocks to each processor. 
Coarse Grid Correction Scheme
The block Jacobi method consists of at each time step solving Equation 7 independently in each block assuming U = 0 in the neighbor blocks. The system can be solved using the line relaxation procedure described above or any other suitable method. The Idea behind the present method is to formulate a coarse grid problem that we are able to solve as a fully coupled global problem. The coarse grid solution will then be used to improve the ne grid solution.
Thus the method can be formulated as a coarse grid correction scheme (CGC) or a two-level multi grid algorithm applied to a linear system of equations. What distinguishes the present method from a conventional multi grid method is that it consists of just one ne and one very coarse grid. In addition a solver, and not a smoother, is employed both on the coarse grid and in each block on the ne grid.
The coarse mesh is obtained by dividing the ne mesh into a suitable number of cells by removing grid lines as shown in Figure 1 . The only additional constraint we impose on the coarse mesh is that no cells overlap block boundaries.
Using the subscript h to denote the ne mesh and H for the coarse mesh the method is described in the following.
For ease of notation we use W for the unknowns U of Equation 7 . The linear system of equations that we wish to solve at each time step can then be written in matrix form as AhWh = Rh: (9) However, by ignoring the implicit coupling between blocks, we actually solve a di erent system that we symbolically can write: e Ah f Wh = Rh: (10) De ning the error obtained by not solving the correct sys- (13) and solve AH WH = RH: (14) The solution to Equation 14 is transformed to the ne grid by means of the prolongation operator:
and nally the ne grid solution is updated by f f Wh = f Wh + Wh:
As the restriction operator we use summation and as prolongation operator injection 13 . Thus the coarse grid right hand side is found simply by summing the residual Rh ?Ah f Wh over all ne grid cells corresponding to a coarse grid cell. Similarly, the left hand side (LHS) is found by a summation of appropriate elements in the ne grid operator, Ah. The interested reader might note that a conservative formulation of the ne grid LHS might simplify the formation of the LHS on the coarse grid, as several terms will cancel out.
In a conventional multi grid approach, the correction step de ned by Equation 16 would have been followed by another ne grid solution to smooth the corrected values. In our case this nal step is omitted, as we allow several blocks to be solved on each processor using the same workspace and thereby overwriting the equation system.
Only the matrix elements corresponding to the coupling between the blocks have to be saved to evaluate the contributions to Equation block when the corresponding part of the equation system is in the memory. In the latter case, we also nd a correction to the error made in each block, as with a standard multi grid method.
To solve the coarse grid system, any suitable parallel sparse matrix solver can be applied. We have used a Jacobi type iterative solver that inverts only the 5 5 diagonal coe cients in the coarse grid system. In practice, 25 iterations with this solver have been su cient. Thus, whenever we have used the method, the cost of actually solving the coarse grid system has been smaller than the cost of creating it.
Test Cases
In the following the method is tested with practical calculations of realistic 3D ow elds. In each case we use the block Jacobi method as a reference. Only subsonic ows are considered, as the Block Jacobi method can be made to work very well for supersonic ows 6 . For subsonic ows, it has been shown that better results can be obtained using a redblack Gauss-Seidel procedure 6 , however the improvement is not dramatic, and as the number of blocks is increased, also this approach shows asymptotic behavior similar to that of the Block Jacobi method.
Transonic Flow over a Delta Wing
The rst test case is the ow over the well known delta wing model, made up of NACA 64A005 chord sections, having 65 sweep and cropped at 85% of the root chord. The transonic ow at Mach 0.85 and 10 deg. angle of attack for which experimental data exists 14 have been calculated, as well as the purely subsonic ow at Mach 0.6 and 1.5 deg. angle of attack. See Figure 6 for a view of the wing geometry and surrounding mesh.
First an extensive study of the convergence rate of the various methods for di erent number of blocks is carried out on a coarse mesh for the transonic ow case. Then, selected ne mesh computations have been done for both Mach numbers to con rm that the results carry over to larger problems, as well as to validate the correctness of the code, In Figure 2 , convergence histories for the block Jacobi method using 1, 8, 64, or 512 blocks are shown. The mesh used was made up of 32 18 40 cells in the stream wise, normal, and circumferential directions. Although convergence is just slightly slower in the 8 block case, the result for 64 blocks is quite discouraging while using 512 blocks causes unacceptably slow convergence.
The convergence histories for the simplest possible form of the CGC scheme, i.e. with only one coarse grid cell per block, can be seen in Figure 3 . As we can see, the CGC scheme leads to an enormous improvement. All multi block computations now require about 50% more time steps than the single block case. Both when using 64 or 512 blocks it is clear that any computational overhead associated with the method cannot possibly outweigh the observed reduction in number of time steps required. We have seen that the original uncoupled method works better as the number of blocks decreases. The corrections however will become better, although more expensive to solve, as the number of blocks increases and the coarse grid becomes ner. This seems to o er a perfect balance, but it also indicates how to improve the convergence even further. There is no reason why one should restrict the number of coarse grid cells to the number of blocks. If a parallel solver is employed to solve the coarse grid system, one can a ord a much larger number of coarse grid cells. The strategy should therefore be to choose the number of blocks according to the number of available processors and memory, and the size of the coarse grid system as the maximum that can be solved e ciently.
To demonstrate this idea, we have performed another set of calculations with the same number of blocks, but with a coarse grid consisting of 8 cells per block. From Figure 4 we can see that this indeed leads to a further improvement. Now all multi block computations require nearly the same number of time steps as the single block method.
To verify that the e ects observed with the coarse grid carry over to ner grids, we now present calculations on a more realistic grid with twice as many grid cells in each direction, or 184320 grid cells in total. A comparison of experimental and calculated values of the pressure coe cient in a spanwise cut along the wing for Mach 0.85 is shown in Figure 5 . The computational results compare with the measurements as expected for an Euler solution which is able to capture a primary vortex induced by the sharp leading edge, but not secondary vortices created by viscous e ects. Contrary to what was seen with the coarse mesh, using only one coarse grid cell per block does not result a considerable reduction of time steps. In the transonic test case, this actually increases both the number of time steps and CPU time to reach the convergence criterion. However, with a ner coarse grid the speed-up is amazing, reducing the CPU time down to less than 23% for the Mach 0.85 case and to nearly 15% for the Mach 0.6 test case.
The e ciency of the CGC scheme on conventional shared memory machines is demonstrated by two calculations on the Cray Y-MP, one with, and one without, the CGC scheme. Eight coarse grid cells per block were used. It should be noted that multiple blocks are necessary on the Cray, not only for parallel processing, but also to reduce the memory requirement. Thus, using 64 blocks on 4 processors, the memory requirement was about 14 Mw.
The results, in terms of number of time steps and the equivalent single processor CPU time, are shown in Table 3 . The calculation with the CGC scheme was terminated after a six decade reduction of the residual corresponding to 1h 35min CPU time. In order not to waste too many CPU hours, the results of the block Jacobi calculations were extrapolated based on 300 time steps at which point the residual was reduced 2.5 decades. We can see that the CGC scheme amounts to an increase in the CPU time per time step of only 15%, again resulting in an overall speed-up of Tables 4 to 6 , the number of time steps and total CPU time to reach steady state are compared to the results obtained when using the Block Jacobi method (BJ). For this test case, the mesh is small enough to t a single block calculation on the Cray Y-MP, and thereby making a comparison with a fully coupled single block calculation possible. The number of time steps required by the single block calculations (SB) are therefore also included in Tables 4 to 6 . To compensate for the explicit coupling across the wake cut in the C-H mesh, the CGC scheme with 448 coarse grid cells was employed for single block calculations as well. As be- Using 56 coarse grid cells per block, the reduction in CPU time relative to the block Jacobi method is 52% for the transonic case, 40% for Mach 0.6, and nally 60% for the nearly incompressible case with Mach 0.15. Again we see that using only one coarse grid cell per block is clearly less e cient. This is especially apparent for Mach 0.15, where in this case only a very small decrease in CPU time was observed. We also see that with the CGC scheme, using 56 blocks results in an increase in the time step count compared to the fully coupled single block case in the range of 3% to 14%. Again this is in sharp contrast to what is experienced with the block Jacobi method, where the increase in number of time steps is by a factor of 2:4 to 3:3.
Conclusion
The use of a coarse grid correction scheme to bring global in uence to implicit multi block calculations has been investigated. We have demonstrated that for subsonic ow this can lead to an enormous reduction in the number of time steps for steady state calculations. The additional CPU time per time step associated with the method is small, resulting in a considerable reduction in total CPU time compared to using the Block Jacobi method.
In principle, the CGC scheme can be build on top of any implicit scheme. As the coarse grid operator is formulated based only on the original linear system of equations, no coarse grid has to be explicitly created. Also, the memory requirement of the method can be controlled by allowing several blocks to be solved on each processor using the same workspace. Only the matrix elements corresponding to the coupling between the blocks have to be saved to form the coarse grid system which is solved simultaneously.
In our tests, using 56 or 64 blocks, the increase in CPU time per time step was in the range of 10% to 20% on shared as well as distributed memory machines. Thus, an overall speed-up of 3 to 4 was observed in all cases except in the incompressible limit where the speed-up was about 1.8.
Whereas the convergence rate for the Block Jacobi method deteriorates with increasing number of blocks, the tests we have carried out show that the number of time steps needed to reach steady state with the CGC scheme is independent of the number of blocks used. Thus, the method is scalable to a large number of processors, and the speed-up over the Block Jacobi method will increase with increasing number of blocks.
A crucial factor in obtaining maximum overall e ciency with the method is to use more than one coarse grid cell per block. In some cases, using only one coarse grid cell per block did not result in any signi cant reduction of the total CPU time, and in one case even resulted in an increase in both number of time steps and CPU time. The strategy should therefore be to choose the number of blocks according to the number of available processors and memory, and the size of the coarse grid system as the maximum that can be solved e ciently with a parallel solver.
It is also clear that the relative expense of employing the CGC scheme depends on the implicit solver used within each block. For a CPU intensive solver resulting in convergence in relatively few time steps, the overhead associated with the CGC method would be small, while for a solver based on a larger number of time steps, each at a lower cost, the CGC scheme would be relatively more expensive. The line relaxation technique that we have used in this work therefore seems like a good choice, allowing for unlimited CFL numbers and convergence in a small number of time steps.
